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Lorentz time is replaed by three parameters: a global time, a loal rate of aging, and a new
spatial oordinate. This enables suessful reonstrution of relativity's observables in a four
dimensional Eulidean hyperspae. The new formulation predits that the age of the universe,
as inferred from the Hubble Constant, is less than the observed evolutionary age of astronomial
ongurations, as has been repeatedly measured. It also predits a new phenomenon that pro-
vides losure of the universe without introdution of unobserved dark matter and independent
of gravity. Further, it predits observation of an aelerating expansion rate of the universe. It
also explains our ability to pereive only three of the four spatial oordinates and predits par-
allel, mutually unobserved universes that evolve independently while being orrelated as past,
present, and future.
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1. THE COORDINATE SYSTEM
In spae are observers about whih we know the follow-
ing experimentally: Eah observer observes three loally
at spatial oordinates (x, y, z) and a loal rate of aging,
dt. Eah lok displays a loal time, t, that is the integral
of dt as experiened by that lok. The time shown on
eah lok, also known as loal time, is the amount of
system evolution experiened by the loal observer, and
the rate of system evolution varies from lok to lok as
known from relativity.
Speial relativity transmutes the time shown on loks
into a physial dimension. The loal t is merged with
loal spatial oordinates (x, y, z) to reate an (x, y, z, t)
spae-time, and the priniple of relativity is used to de-
termine the ovariane of spae and time in oordinate
transformations. This results in the Lorentz metri. It
also results in the absene of global time and, as a on-
sequene, reates the inability to embed the universe in
a global (W,X, Y, Z, T ) Eulidean hyperspae.[1℄
The approah here does not merge spae and time; it
leaves loal time, t, as simply the integral of dt, whih
we know it to be. dt is a salar funtion of loation
orresponding to the rate of system evolution at eah
loation. That is, dt is the loal rate of aging.
A new global spatial oordinate, W , separate from
time, is added to three global (X,Y, Z) Eulidean o-
ordinates to reate a global (W,X, Y, Z) Eulidean hy-
perspae. The four oordinates obey Eulidean transla-
tion and rotation invarianes. The spae may also refer-
ened in four-dimensional spherial or other oordinates
without loss of generality, as in Setion 3. Whereas
in Kaluza-Klein theories one of the spatial dimensions
is ompated[2℄, in this theory eah spatial oordinate
(W,X, Y, Z) has innite extent. The metri is:
ds2 = dW 2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 . (1)
Time is not a part of the metri. All points in the
spae are onsidered physially real and take on only
real values. The observed universe is embedded in the
Eulidean spae as a quasi-three dimensional surfae
F0(W,X, Y, Z) < δ. The urvature of the observable uni-
verse is assumed to be smooth (dierentiable) with its
thikness, δ, small relative to the urvature of the sur-
fae. This is simply a generalization of the observation
that spae is everywhere loally observed as at.
2One global time, T , is dened suh that all events an
be uniquely referened by (W,X, Y, Z, T ). T is not, how-
ever, a spatial oordinate. That is, events that happen
at time T at loation (W,X, Y, Z), happen and are gone.
They do not ontinue to reside at a point (W,X, Y, Z, T )
to whih we an travel. The global time, T , denes simul-
taneity. That is, two events that happen at the same time
T are simultaneous. The fat that dierent observers
may see them as happening at dierent loal times and
in a dierent sequene beomes, in this formulation, an
artifat of the observation proess. The relationship be-
tween the rate of loal time and the rate of global time
is given by dt/dT ; and it beomes, in this formulation a
property of the physial system rather than a property
of the oordinate system. (See Setion 2.)
The observable universe, F0, has motion in aord with
kinemati rules. It is one of an innite set of loally
parallel observable universes {Fi,−∞ < i < ∞} that
ll the Eulidean spae. We observe only the one sub-
spae F0 for physial reasons determined in Setion 3.2.
Other observers may observe other Fi. Loal oordinates
(x, y, z), dened within eah Fi, are urved to follow the
shape of Fi and uniquely referene eah loation in Fi.
Where Fi is loally at, then the loal (x, y, z) an be
overlaid on the global (X,Y, Z) making them equivalent
within the loally at region.
2. RECONSTRUCTION OF SPECIAL
RELATIVITY AS OBSERVABLES
The priniple of relativity is used together with the
observed kinematis on partiles (time dilation, parti-
le anti-partile pair formation) to determine aspets of
the kinematis of the observable universe as embedded in
the (W,X, Y, Z) hyperspae. As used here, the priniple
of relativity requires that no point or diretion in spae
be distinguishable from any other by any loal measure-
ment.
2.1 Observing Partiles
The observation of partiles implies the existene of
hyper-partiles in the global spae. Hyper-partiles are
quasi-one-dimensional entities of various types suh that,
at the intersetion of a hyper-partile and the observ-
able universe, we observe a quasi-zero-dimensional parti-
le orresponding to a known partile type. The hyper-
partiles are not assumed stationary; they are not like
world-lines dened in other formulations[1℄. Rather,
the hyper-partiles move and obey kinematis rules to be
derived later in the disussion. Figure 1 shows a snap-
shot in time of hyper-partiles interseting an observable
universe to reate observable partiles at the intersetion.
The priniple of relativity requires that hyper-partiles
be everywhere perpendiular to the loal diretion of the
observed universe. If hyper-partiles were not everywhere
perpendiular to the loal observed universe, then a lo-
al measurement ould distinguish one diretion in the
observable universe from all others, in violation of rel-
ativity. Thus, in Figure 1, the observable universe is
shown deforming near eah hyper-partile to be loally
perpendiular to it.
The priniple of relativity requires that an observer be
able to reside at any point in (W,X, Y, Z) spae. At that
point in spae, the observer must, further, reside in some
Fi. Otherwise some loations in spae would be distintly
dierent from others, in violation of relativity. Thus, the
global spae is lled with observable universes. This im-
plies that eah observable universe has a four dimensional
volume. Thus, eah observable universe is desribed as a
three dimensional surfae plus some thikness, ǫ (related
to δ), along a loal w oordinate loally perpendiular to
that surfae, as shown in Figure 2a. Then an innite set
of parallel universes ll the (W,X, Y, Z) spae as shown
in Figure 2b.
The priniple of relativity requires that the thikness of
observable universes inrease at intersetions with hyper-
partiles not perpendiular to the overall diretion of the
observable universe, as in Figure 2. If the thikness did
not inrease, then either (1) loal gaps would form be-
tween adjaent observable universes, reating loations
not within an observable universe, in violation of relativ-
ity, or (2) the shapes of Fi−1, Fi, and Fi+1 would have
to be dierent from eah other in ways that make them
distinguishable, in violation of relativity. By inspetion
of Figure 2a, a thikness of ǫ/cosθ for Fi provides aor-
dane with relativity. Here θ is the angle of deformation
aused by the hyper-partile.
2.2 Observing Time Dilation
By relativity, the rate of loal time at any loation must
vary inversely as the loal thikness of the observable uni-
verse. Otherwise a loal measurement of the thikness of
the universe using, for instane, the time it takes for light
to ross the loal thikness of that observable universe,
would distinguish one point in spae from another by lo-
al measurement, whih would violate relativity. Thus,
ǫχ/c = constant , (2)
where, χ ≡ dt/dT is the loal ratio of the rate of loal
time to the rate of global time, dT is a global onstant,
c is the loal speed of light; and ǫ is the loal thikness
of the observable universe at any partiular loation in
spae. In Equation (2), c and ǫ are both measured in
global oordinates. From Equation (2), it follows that
the rate of loal time is invariant under Eulidean trans-
formations. This is beause the rate of loal time depends
on the salar quantities, c and ǫ, that are invariant under
Eulidean spatial transformation. It also follows that the
observable universe must also streth along the x, y, and
z oordinates by a fator 1/χ so that the observed speed
of light remains everywhere the same.
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FIG. 1: A snapshot in time of a two dimensional slie through the (W,X, Y, Z) spae. The slie is hosen perpendiular
to the observable universe, F0, showing a quasi one-dimensional ut through F0. The snapshot also shows three
hyper-partiles ontained in the slie and the partiles observed at the intersetion of those hyper-partiles with the
observable universe. Near hyper-partiles 2 and 3, the observable universe is deformed to maintain perpendiularity
between the hyper-partiles and the observable universe. The global X oordinate is, for onveniene, oriented to
align with the loal oordinates, away from the deformations at hyper-partiles 2 and 3.
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FIG. 2: The intersetion of a hyper-partile with observable universes. (a) Shows the deformation of Fi and the
orresponding rotation of the loal oordinate w to w′. (b) Shows a set of adjaent parallel observable universes
deforming near a hyper-partile, while maintaining idential shapes and without forming gaps between them.
4By Equation (2), the loal rate of time in the region
near the hyper-partile in Figure 2a, relative to the loal
rate of time away from the hyper-partile, is given by
dt′ = dtcosθ . (3)
The loal slowing of the rate of time is known, in spe-
ial relativity, as time dilation. Speially, time dila-
tion in Lorentz oordinates gives a hange in the loal
rate of time as dt′ = dt/γ, where γ = (1 − v2/c2)−1/2.
Comparing, time dilation for speial relativity with Equa-
tion (3) gives
dt′/dt = 1/γ = cosθ , (4)
whih implies that the observed veloity for any partile
relates to the angle of that hyper-partile as
v = ±csinθ . (5)
Thus, the larger the angle, θ, of the hyper-partile,
the faster the observed speed of the observed partile.
Equation (5) inludes an ambiguity regarding whether,
for a given angle, the observed partile travels towards
positive or towards negative x.
2.3 Observing Finite Lifetime
An observed partile may have nite lifetime due to a
number of auses. One ause an be that a partile is ob-
served to ome into existene in any partiular observable
universe when a hyper-partile rst intersets that par-
tiular observable universe, and is destroyed when the
hyper-partile no longer intersets that observable uni-
verse. The lifetime, δt, of suh a partile is given by
δt = L/VT , (6)
where L is the length of the hyper-partile and VT is
its veloity through the observable universe (measured
in global oordinates). By relativity, δt, as measured by
a lok at the partile, must be the same for all parti-
les. Otherwise one point in spae would be distinguish-
able from another by loal measurement. Similarly, by
relativity, VT must be the same for all hyper-partiles.
Otherwise a loal measurement of the time it takes a
partiular point on a hyper-partile to pass through the
observable universe would not give the same result ev-
erywhere. [Even though the thikness of the observable
universe varies as ǫ/osθ, the loal rate of time varies also
as t/osθ. Hene the veloity of hyper-partile through
the observable universe proportional to ǫ/t, whih is in-
dependent of θ.℄ Finally, sine the lok rate varies as per
Equation (2), thus, to satisfy Equation (6) for all veloi-
ties of the partile, the length of the hyper-partile must
be L=γL0, where L0 is the length of the hyper-partile
for that partile when at rest. Thus, the length of the
hyper-partile inreases in proportion to γ, whih auses
the observed lifetime of the observed partile to inrease
in proportion to γ, in aord with relativity.
2.4 Observing Partile Anti-Partile Pair
Formation
The observane of partile anti-partile pair formation
provides one determination for VT . It also provides one
resolution for the ± diretion ambiguity for the ob-
served veloity, v, in Equation (5). Referring to Figure 1,
hyper-partiles 2 and 3 touh at a point below the ob-
served universe, F0. If the hyper-partiles are moving
towards positive w, then, when that point goes through
F0, the observed eet will be of two partiles olliding
and annihilating  as partile and anti-partile. If they
are moving towards negative w, then they were seen al-
ready to ome into existene via pair formation, and are
seen as moving away from eah other.
The event of partile anti-partile pair formation will
be seen in eah observable universe, Fi, if hyper-partiles
2 and 3 stay exatly touhing eah other (as in Figure 1)
while owing through {Fi}. That is ahieved if the hyper-
partile veloity along x is zero. Thus, the hyper-partile
motion is given by:
VW = VT cosθ , and (7)
VX = −VT sinθ + v = −VT sinθ ± csinθ = 0 . (8)
Equation (8) is true only if
VT = ±c and v = VT sinθ . (9)
Thus, the hyper-partile passes through the observable
universe at speed  in one diretion or another. The
±" ambiguity of Equation (5) is now seen to imply that
hyper-partiles may in general, ow in either diretion
through the observed universe.
2.5 Lorentz Metri
While the metri for the spae is stritly Eulidean as
per Equation (1), the Lorentz metri also appears in the
theory. However, the Lorentz metri is not the metri of
the spae, it is rather an observable of the relationship
between events in the spae.
Figure 3 overlays a snapshot of a hyper-partile seg-
ment at two instants of time, T and T ′. The segment is
at AD at global time, T , and at BC at a global time, T ′.
If VT = −c, then the hyperpartile moves from AD to
BC over the time interval (T,T') and T'>T. If VT = +c,
then the hyperpartile moves from BC to AD over the
time interval (T',T) and T>T'.
Moving in aord with Equations (7) through (9)
the hyper-partile motion reates a set of events in the
(W,X, Y, Z) universe. A is the event of observing a par-
tile at loation (W,X, Y, Z) at global time T . B is that
same event observed at the same 3D loation in a dier-
ent observable universe at loation (W ′, X, Y, Z) at global
5time T ′. Event C is the event of observing the same par-
tile at loation (W,X ′, Y, Z) at time T ′ that is observed
in event A at loation (W,X, Y, Z) at T . Inluded in
the gure are two dierent observable universes: (1) the
observable universe ontaining event A, in the shape it
has at time T ; and (2) the observable universe ontaining
event B, in the shape it has at time T ′.
Setting dT =| T ′− T | in Figure 3, the distane | AC |
is the distane whih the observed partile travels in time
dT . That distane is vdT . The distane | BC | is equal
to the amount of hyper-partile that has passed through
the upper observable universe in time dT . That distane
is VT dT = cdT . The event A moves to event B at rate
VW as given by Equation (7). Thus, sides of triangle
ABC have lengths whose squares are:
| BC |2= c2dT 2 , (10)
| AC |2= v2dT 2 = c2dT 2sin2θ, and (11)
| AB |= V 2T dT
2 = c2dT 2cos2θ =
c2dT 2
γ
= dW 2.(12)
The Eulidean metri provides that the lengths of the
sides of triangle ABC, being a right triangle, obey the
Pythagorean theorem:
| BC |2=| AC |2 + | AB |2 . (13)
To onrm that the Eulidean metri is obeyed, Equa-
tions (10)-(12) are substituted into Equation (13). This
gives:
c2dT 2 = c2dT 2sin2θ + c2dT 2cos2θ
= c2dT 2(sin2θ + cos2θ) = c2dT 2, (14)
whih onrms self-onsisteny of the derivation. Mean-
while, the Lorentz metri gives the equation:
ds2 = −c2dτ2 = −c2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2, (15)
where dτ is the proper time, dτ = dt/γ. For a partile in
motion, Equation (15) beomes
−c2dt2/γ2 = −c2dt2 + v2dt2 . (16)
Comparing Equation (16) to the right triangle ABC in
Figure 3, it is lear that Equation (16) is Equation (13)
rearranged as:
− | AB |2= − | BC |2 + | AC |2 , (17)
Thus, in this theory the Lorentz metri is the Eulidean
metri rearranged to provide a statement speifying the
rate at whih events move along the W oordinate as a
funtion of the veloity of partiles. The Lorentz met-
ri inludes time in its alulation by ombining t, T ,
and W into one oordinate by dening xed relation-
ships among these independent variables. In partiular
it assumes that loal time is global time (dt ≡ dT ), and
it denes the relationship between t and W as:
dτ2 ≡ dW 2/c2 . (18)
3. NEW INSIGHTS
This setion uses the new oordinate system to infer ef-
fets beyond the three dimensions that we observe. Cor-
relations aross neighboring observable universes are ex-
plored. Also, the observation of only three of four spatial
dimensions is explored. Curvature is added to Fi to ex-
plore the expansion and losure of the universe. The
priniple of relativity is applied aross time to determine
dt/dT as a funtion of spae and time. From that, two
ages of the universe are omputed and ompared, one
from t and the other from T .
3.1 Flow of Past, Present, Future
For a at setion of the observable universe, if the vast
preponderane of hyper-partiles have non-relativisti
observed veloity (γ ≈ 1 ) and travel towards −W (VW ≈
−c), then, from Equation (18), any observable universe
in theW > 0 portion of spae has a set of events (partile
loations) that will later reur nearly identially at the
observable universe at W = 0. For example, the spatial
onguration at W = D (D > 0) at global time T will
reur at W = 0 at time T ′ = T + D/c. Thus, den-
ing the observable universe at W = 0 as the "present",
then the "future" is at W > 0. Further, the "past" is at
W < 0. Congurations ow from (W > 0) to (W = 0) to
(W < 0). The farther one proeeds along the +W dire-
tion, the farther into the "future" one goes, and the far-
ther one proeeds along −W , the farther into the "past"
one goes; however the orrelation dereases beause the
dierene in ow rates along W (related to dierenes in
observed veloity) beomes inreasingly important.
While W is orrelated with a time oordinate, it is not
a time oordinate. Traveling in W , if possible, is not
traveling in time. It is traveling to a plae whose spatial
onguration is orrelated with a spatial onguration
that existed elsewhere at another time, and the orrela-
tion is redued, aording to Equation (18), by the pres-
ene of relativisti objets whose events travel through
W at redued speed.
3.2 Sliing Hyperspae Into Parallel Universes
The Lorentz formulation of relativity provides that for
light dτ = 0, whih denes a light-one. Equation (18)
provides a translation of that into the Eulidean formula-
tion as dW = 0. This infers that hyper-partiles of light
do not travel in the diretion perpendiular to Fi. Thus,
photons, and all light-like partiles, spend their lifetime
entirely in the one observable universe in whih they were
generated. Thus, eah observable universe is physially
a sub-spae ontaining all light-like partiles that might
ever interat with one another.
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FIG. 3: Hyper-partile segment AD moves to BC over time (T ′ − T ). The Lorentz metri, in this theory, is not the
metri of the spae, but rather relates events ourring at loations A, B, and C. The metri of the spae, in this
theory, is stritly Eulidean as per Equation (1).
Equation (5), for light-like partiles, gives cosθ = 0.
Thus, their hyper-partiles are everywhere loally par-
allel to the loal observable universe. This implies, fur-
ther, that their entire hyper-partile is observed. Thus,
the partile is the hyper-partile, whih implies that the
derivation that led to Equations (7)-(9) is not valid for
light-like partiles. Instead, the X omponent of the
hyper-partile speed must math the observed speed,
whih implies
VX = v = ±c . (19)
Separately, for the W omponent of the hyper-partile
motion, dW=0, implies
VW = 0 , (20)
i.e., photons have no veloity perpendiular to F. Thus,
Figure 3 and the Lorentz metri are valid for all partiles,
inluding light-like partiles.
3.3 The Nature of the Observer
Our observation of only the spatial dimensions (x, y, z)
while residing in a Eulidean (W,X, Y, Z) spae is data
that provides new understanding of our nature as ob-
servers. In the onstrution, F0 was dened as an ob-
servable universe, suh that an observer in F0 observes
only that one observable universe. Equation (20) indi-
ates that light-like hyper-partiles in any Fi are trapped
in that Fi and observe only that whih is in that observ-
able universe. That is, light-like partiles, are limited to
observing (x, y, z). All other hyper-partiles experiene
many observable universes. Thus, some key aspet of us
as observers, e.g. the mehanism of memory and/or ob-
servation, though not neessarily the physial body, must
be fundamentally light-like.
Eah observer sees past, present, and future unfold in
one observable universe. The spatially orrelated ong-
urations on other observable universes are not something
that we typially see. Those ongurations are simply
orrelated ongurations, and by the time they ome to
pass on the observable universe where a partiular ob-
server sees them, those ongurations no longer exist on
any other observable universe.
For eah observer, the alulation of Lorentz distanes
is orret over a region of spae in whih the path of light
is perpendiular to the hyper-partile of the observer. For
example, in Figure 1, an observer at Partile 1 an or-
retly assume a at observable universe in alulating the
Lorentz distanes between it and Partiles 2 and 3. Ob-
servers at Partiles 2 and 3 annot, however, orretly
assume that their at observable universe extends to ei-
ther of the other partiles. In trying to do so, observers at
Partiles 2 and 3 obtain the wrong answers. This resolves
the twin paradox[1℄ in the Eulidean formulation.
The observer at Partile 1 in Figure 1 is speial be-
ause it is at rest with respet to the larger observable
universe. It also has the fastest rate of aging. The shape
of the observable universe an be mapped by measuring
the veloity at whih the lok rate is maximal at various
loations. This does not imply a global rest frame, sine
there is no mehanism that xes the motion of any ob-
servable universe relative to the Eulidean frame. Also,
it does not violate relativity sine the loal observer at
Partile 1 annot determine that it is speial by any loal
measurement.
3.4 Kineti Energy Is Mass Energy
Energy onservation is required within eah observable
universe for ompliane with both Newtonian and rel-
7ativisti mehanis. Sine hyper-partiles ow through
the observable universe with a xed speed | VT |= c, by
Equation (9), hene, if hyper-partiles have mass energy
per unit length, then that mass energy density is on-
stant over the length of the hyper-partile. Otherwise
the quantity of mass energy entering the sub-spae would
be dierent from the quantity leaving the sub-spae, and
energy would not be onserved in the sub-spae.
The mass energy of the observed partile is the prod-
ut of the mass energy per unit length, ρmc
2
, times the
length of hyper-partile within the observed universe,
ǫ′ = ǫ/cosθ. Dening m = ρmǫ as the rest mass of
the partile, then the mass energy of a partile at any
veloity is
E = γmc2 . (21)
The mass energy in Equation (21) orresponds with the
ombined value for the kineti energy plus mass energy in
speial relativity. Hene, in the Eulidean formulation,
the kinemati energy of the partile is a ontribution to
the mass energy. Observed partiles have no kineti en-
ergy apart from their mass energy.
As the veloity of an observed partile hanges, the
length of the orresponding hyper-partile within the ob-
servable universe hanges. Yet, sine VT is a onstant,
hene the rate of hyper-partile entering and leaving the
observable universe remains unhanged. Hene, the en-
ergy required to generate inreased length omes from in-
side the observable universe, perhaps exhanged between
hyper-partiles within the observable universe by fores
within that observable universe.
Speial relativity provides momentum as p = γmv.
Sine eah of the terms on the right of this equation is
dened in the new formulation in aord with speial
relativity, the mathematial quantity p an be dened
in Eulidean (W,X, Y, Z) spae as an observable three-
vetor loally within any observable universe. Sine the
energy, E, is also in aord with speial relativity, it fol-
lows that, mathematially, the equations for onservation
of this momentum are idential to the Lorentz formula-
tion.
In this formulation the interpretation of momentum
hanges slightly beause the mass of the partile is phys-
ially a funtion of its veloity. That is, γm is physially
the mass of the hyper-partile. The interpretation ap-
pears to apply even for photons traveling at the speed of
light. For photons, the entire hyper-partile is observed.
Thus, their energy is the mass of the entire hyper-partile
and the momentum is that mass times the veloity, c.
3.5 Conentri Spherial Universes
The ubiquitous redshift of light from distant astro-
nomi phenomena may be interpreted as a result of the
expansion of the universe[3℄. The Hubble Constant, H ,
indiates, in partiular, a linear relation (at least approx-
imately) between the distane to an objet and the size of
the red shift. One approah to modeling suh expansion
is to give the observable universe a urvature of radius,
R, with an expansion rate dR/dT . If the relation be-
tween distane and red shift is linear, then R is onstant,
otherwise R may be a funtion of position.
With the addition of this urvature, within the Eu-
lidean formulation, eah observable universe beomes a
hollow sphere (if R is onstant) whose surfae area and
volume is nite and whih grows over time. The thik-
ness, ǫ, also must inrease over time in proportion, by
relativity.
Figure 4 shows a slie through a set of onentri spher-
ial observable universes. It highlights three selet ob-
servable universes of a ontinuous set. At every loa-
tion there is a loal w oordinate that orresponds by
Eulidean transformation (spatial rotation and transla-
tion) to a global radial oordinate, R. From a global
perspetive, the observable universes are seen to expand
outward towards +R, while loally hyper-partiles ow
towards−w at the loal speed of light. Figures 1 through
3, may be viewed as lose-ups of a very small and there-
fore nearly at setions of the urved observable universes
shown in Figure 4.
Extending the priniple of relativity aross observable
universes, it is possible to determine many properties of
the universe expansion. Of ourse, sine the orpus of ex-
perimental results all apply to one observable universe,
there is no diret measurement that indiates that rela-
tivity applies aross observable universes. However, that
aside, relativity implies the following onstraints in order
that an observer annot distinguish observable universes:
1. c ∝ R so that the irumferene of eah observable
universe is the same number of wavelengths for all
R;
2. ǫ ∝ R so that the ratio of the irumferene to the
thikness is the same for eah observable universe;
3. The rate of aging is independent of R, by Equa-
tion (2) ombined with Constraints 1 and 2 above.
3.6 Two Ages for Our Universe
An observable universe has two ages[4℄:
• Time in urrent seonds sine the start of the uni-
verse as omputed from the Hubble Constant, H
• Evolutionary age omputed as the integral of dt
from T=0 to the present time.
The value of H is determined by measurement of
the expansion-indued relative veloity between partiles
some distane apart in the observable universe. That ve-
loity is observed not with a ruler, but rather as a hange
in the time for light to travel between two partiles. For
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orrelated as past, present and future. Eah sphere expands outward. By relativity no observer an tell, by loal
measurement whih observable universe it is on.
Hyper-partiles 1 and 2 in Figure 4, the observed veloity
of expansion, in global time units, is
Vexp = c
d(ΦR/c)
dT
. (22)
where Φ is a xed angle between the partiles as shown
in Figure 4. This may be rewritten as
Vexp = c(
∂(ΦR/c)
∂R
dR
dT
+
∂(ΦR/c)
∂T
) . (23)
Sine c ∝ R, hene ΦR/c is independent of R so the
rst term is zero. Thus,
Vexp = −
ΦR
c
∂c
∂T
. (24)
By relativity, to prevent the distintion of observable
universes, Vexp must be proportional to c, so that their
ratio annot be used to determine loation in spae. Us-
ing this in Equation (24) gives a rst order non-linear
dierential equation:
c ∝ −
ΦR
c
∂c
∂T
, (25)
whih has the solution
c ∝ R/T . (26)
Equation (26) an be reast in terms of the urrent speed
of light as
c = c0(R/R0)(T0/T ) , (27)
where T0 is the present global time, c0 is the present
speed of light at F0, and R0 is the present radius of F0.
Thus, c at any loation dereases over time. Also, sub-
stituting Equation (27) into Equation (22), gives
Vexp =
ΦR
T
. (28)
Sine H is the ratio of the veloity between partiles and
the distane between partiles, hene
H(T ) =
Vexp
ΦR
=
1
T
, (29)
whih, nally gives the age of the universe in global se-
onds as
T = 1/H . (30)
Meanwhile, the rate of loal time, obtained by using
Equation (27) in Equation (2) is
dt
dT
=
T0
T
, (31)
whih integrates to give the evolutionary age of the uni-
verse as ∫ T0
0
dt =
∫ T0
0
dT
T0
T
= T0log(
T0
T
) |T00
= −T0log(0) =∞ . (32)
Thus, the total aging sine the beginning of global time
is predited to be innite everywhere in the universe even
9though the age of the universe, in global time units, is -
nite. This predition is onsistent with data that has gen-
erally shown, until reently reinterpreted to redue the
disrepany [5℄, that the age of the universe, as obtained
from observations of astronomi evolution, is greater than
that omputed from the Hubble Constant.
3.7 Refration Closing Our Universe Without
Gravity or Dark Matter
The spherial shape for eah observable universe, Fi,
means that its extent in eah loal dimension x, y, z is
nite and wraps around, i.e., if one goes far enough along
+x one ends up a −x. The volume for eah observable
universe is nite. Meanwhile the volume for the global
(W,X, Y, Z) universe is innite and there are an innite
number of observable universes.
The spherial shape of Fi is onsistent with refration-
indued urvature. Applying Huygen's priniple to the
R-dependent speed of light as given in Equation (27),
a wavefront of light starting at Hyper-partile 1 (in Fig-
ure 4), for example, propagates an equal number of wave-
lengths at eah radius. Beause c ∝ R, hene the wave-
front proeeds as a straight line rotating around R = 0.
Thus, by refration eah point on the wavefront travels
in a irle.
This refration does not appear to be a gravitational
lensing eet.[6℄ There are two reasons. First, gravity is
a fore assoiated with mass. In partiular, gravity is a
funtion of the distane from the mass (measured along a
urve within Fi). Thus, while the three-dimensional de-
formation of Fi near eah hyper-partile may be gravity-
indued refration (see Setion 4), the R-dependent gra-
dient of the speed of light has the wrong spatial depen-
dene to be related to the distane from mass.
Seond, sine gravity is a fore, hene, if it is present,
then there should be a tell-tale deeleration of Fi. In
partiular, the gravitational fore on the observable uni-
verse, F0 at R0 would be proportional to the integral of
the mass from R = 0 to R = R0. Instead, by relativity, in
order that observable universes annot be distinguished
by the ratio of the expansion rate to the speed of light,
and by Equation (26), hene the rate of radial motion at
any point in the universe at any time must be:
VR ∝ c ∝ R/T . (33)
Equation (33) an be manipulated to ompute the time
dependene of the radius, Ri(T ), of any partiular ob-
servable universe, Fi. First, representing VR as a dier-
ential gives:
dR
dT
∝ R/T , (34)
whih an be rearranged as:
dR
R
∝
dT
T
. (35)
Both sides are integrated to give
(Ri(T )−Ri(0)) ∝ T , (36)
where Ri(0) is the radius of Fi at T = 0.
Equation (36) shows that the rate of expansion for any
partiular observable universe, in global time units, is
onstant - there is no deeleration. Hene, either the
gravitational fore is anelled by another fore, or it
does not exist on this grand sale or in the R diretion.
In any ase, the refration that loses eah observable
universe exists by some ause other than gravity.
3.8 A Continuous, Aelerating Universe
Equations (26) and (28) show singularities ouring at
T = 0, similar to those implied by the "Big Bang" theo-
ries. However, Equation (32) desribing the evolutionary
age of the universe applies for all times T . Thus, even
when the universe was one global seond old, the evolu-
tionary age was already innite.
In the early universe, loks ran faster so the rate of
system evolution was higher. The general relationship
between the global and loal rates of time an be derived
by hanging the integration limits on Equation (32). This
gives:
T = T0e
(t−T0)/T0 . (37)
With this normalization, t and T have the same values
and derivatives at time T0. When t = 0, T = T0e
−1
, and
when t = −∞, T = 0. When the universe was one global
seond old, the loal lok rate on our observable uni-
verse, F0, would have been approximately 5x10
17
times
its urrent rate (using 16 Billion years as its urrent age).
The rapid lok rate of the early universe may have
been undetetable by loal measurement. For example,
the irumnavigation time in loal seonds, ∆tc, for light
to omplete a trip around a partiular observable uni-
verse was the same when the universe was one seond
old as it is now. The irumnavigation time is obtained
by ombining Equations (26), (31), and (36). This gives:
∆tc ∝
T0
T
∆Tc ∝
T0
T
2πRi(T )
ci(T )
∝
R0(T0)
c0(T0)
, (38)
where ci(T ) is the speed of light vs. time on observ-
able universe Fi, and ∆Tc is the irumnagivation time
in global seonds. Thus, the observed irumnagivation
time is the same on all observable universes at all times,
even when the universe was one global seond old.
Some of the predited phenomona of the "Big Bang"
theories may still apply. For instane, if Ri(0) = 0, then
all of the observable universes were ollapsed to a point
at T=0. Conversely, if Ri(0) > 0, then the observable
universes did not ollapse to a point at T=0.
Our interpretation of the expansion rate of the universe
is also aeted by loal time. Equation (36) shows a
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onstant rate of expansion with respet to global time.
However, substituting Equation (37) into Equation (36)
gives the expansion as a funtion of loal time:
(Ri(T )−Ri(0)) ∝ T0e
(t−T0)/T0 . (39)
Thus, the universe is expanding exponentially
with respet to loal time, i.e., the expansion is
aelerating[7℄[8℄[9℄.
3.9 A New Lagrangian
The motion of Fi even absent the presene of hyper-
partiles indiates that spae has substane as a ontin-
uum in aord with other models[10℄[11℄. A Lagrangian
density, L, is dened here to desribe that ontinuum as
an ideal osmologial uid:
L(Xµ) =
φ
2
VµVµ −
k
2
∂φ
∂Xµ
∂φ
∂Xµ
+ λ(
∂φ
∂T
+
∂(φVµ)
∂Xµ
) .
(40)
Here Xµ represents {W,X, Y, Z}, φ(W,X, Y, Z, T ) is
the time-dependent density of the osmologial uid,
Vµ(W,X, Y, Z, T ) is the time-dependent veloity of the
uid, k is a real onstant of urrently unknown value,
and λ(W,X,Y,Z,T) is a Lagrange multiplier[12℄. The
rst term of the Lagrangian density is the kineti energy
density; the seond term is a harmoni potential energy
density; and the third term is ontinuity as a holonomi
onstraint. Beause the uid is an 'ideal' uid, there are
no terms in the Lagrangian density for internal proper-
ties of the uid suh as temperature or entropy. The
holonomi onstraint requires that uid annot simply
disappear in one plae and reappear in another; it re-
quires that transport of uid our via its motion from
loation to loation.
The Lagrangian is the four dimensional integral of
the Lagrangian density over the spatial oordinates
(W,X, Y, Z). The Lagrangian gives rise to two Lagrange
equations, a vetor equation from the variation of the La-
grangian with respet to Vµ and a salar equation from its
variation with respet to φ. The vetor Lagrange equa-
tion, for any Lagrangian density that is a funtion of Vµ
and its rst derivatives but not higher order derivatives,
is given by:
∂L
∂Vµ
−
∂
∂T
∂L
∂
∂Vµ
∂T
−
∂
∂Xµ
∂L
∂
∂Vµ
∂Xµ
= 0 . (41)
Substituting in L from Equation (40), this vetor equa-
tion redues to:
Vµ = ∂λ/∂Xµ . (42)
This result is general to all solutions of this Lagrangian
and redues the theory to a bi-salar theory, where φ and
λ are the two salar elds.
The salar Lagrange equation, for any Lagrangian den-
sity that is a funtion of φ and its rst derivatives but
not higher order derivatives, is given by:
∂L
∂φ
−
∂
∂T
∂L
∂ ∂φ∂T
−
∂
∂Xµ
∂L
∂ ∂φ∂Xµ
= 0 . (43)
Substituting L from Equation (40) and reduing by use
of Equation (42) gives
k
∂2φ
∂X2µ
−
1
2
∂λ
∂Xµ
∂λ
∂Xµ
−
∂λ
∂T
= 0 , (44)
whih whih must be solved together with the ontinu-
ity equation. The ontinuity equation, after substitution
from Equation 42, is
∂φ
∂T
+
∂
∂Xµ
(φ
∂λ
∂Xµ
) = 0 . (45)
A losed form solution to the Lagrange equation that
satises ontinuity, is:
φ =
K
TN
and λ = 1/2
R2
T
, (46)
where N is the number of spatial dimensions of the uni-
verse [whih is at least four to inlude (W,X, Y, Z)℄, and
where R = (XµXµ)
1/2
. The value of K is undetermined.
At T = 0 both salar elds are innite exposing the same
"Big Bang" type singularity as seen earlier.
The dimensional dependene of φ in Equation (46)
onurs with the analysis in Setion 3.5. In partiular, it
shows the volume of eah observable universe expanding
as T 4 for a (W,X, Y, Z) spae, whih orresponds to eah
observable universe expanding both due to the inreasing
radius and due to its inreasing thikness, ǫ, as predited
by relativity arguments in the earlier setion.
The radial veloity of eah point in the universe is om-
puted by dierentiating λ as per Equation (42). The
result is
VR = R/T , (47)
whih is onsistent with Equation (33) and determines
that Ri(0) = 0. Thus, for this solution, the universe was
ollapsed to a point at T = 0 whih would be in aord
with "Big Bang" theories.
An alternate losed form solution for this Lagrangian
is:
φ =
−(N + 1)
(2k)(N + 2)(4 + 2N)2
R4
T 2
, and (48)
λ =
1
4 + 2N
R2
T
. (49)
This solution provides Ri(0) > 0. Thus if the atual
universe obeys this solution, then the universe was not
ollapsed to a point at T = 0, ontrary to "Big Bang"
theories.
Both of the solutions show losure of the universe even
before hyper-partiles or mass are introdued.
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4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A key future goal is to inorporate hyper-partiles into
the Lagrangian as perturbations on φ and λ, and to solve
thereby for the struture of the fundamental partiles.
That further may lead to a derivation of the fores be-
tween partiles as interations among those perturbations
and to a determination of the fundamental onstants and
any saling of those onstants over time and spae. It
may further lead to an exploration of a four-dimensional
Eulidean momentum with possible onservation laws
and, separately to an exploration of the relation between
the presented theory and standard string theories.
Mapping general relativity into the Eulidean formu-
lation may be ahievable by an investigation of the rela-
tionship between gravity and the deformations of Fi near
hyper-partiles. The possibility of non-gravitationally in-
dued refration on astronomi sales may imply that
some phenomena urrently asribed to dark matter [13℄
may atually be unrelated to gravity and due rather to
the new phenomenon shown here to ause the refration
that loses the universe.
Other unknowns to be investigated inlude the possi-
bility of freeing oneself from a partiular observable uni-
verse to diretly observe others, and the possibility of ad-
ditional Eulidean dimensions as might be inferred from
experimental observations. Additionally, a goal is to de-
termine the thikness of the observable universe (a value
for ǫ). Also the ratio between the expansion rate of the
universe and the speed of light is of fundamental interest.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The separation of Lorentz time into three parameters 
global time, a global spatial oordinate, and a loal rate
of aging that is a funtion of position and time,  has
enabled suessful formulation of relativity in a global
(W,X, Y, Z, T ) Eulidean spae. The new formulation
agrees with the main preditions of speial relativity, pro-
vides re-interpretation of some relativisti phenomena,
and provides new preditions. Some of the preditions
are supported by existing experimental evidene. Others
may be tested by future experiments. The preditions are
derived by the appliation of the priniple of relativity via
geometry and supported by a new Lagrangian desribing
the universe as an ideal osmologial uid. Sample pre-
ditions inlude:
• The age of the universe as measured by the Hubble
onstant is nite, while that measured by system
evolution is innite.
• The universe is losed by refration without grav-
ity or dark matter, implying a new phenomenon at
astronomi sales.
• The speed of light varies throughout the universe.
• Parallel universes exist and are orrelated as
"past", "present", "future".
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